Regular eye exams and dental cleanings
can save your life
When Mary started night school at age 39 to become a registered nurse, she knew something was different from the
last time she was in a classroom. “I couldn’t see the whiteboard without squinting,” she says. “My 10-year-old son had
just gotten glasses because he couldn’t see the whiteboard in his classroom, either, so I thought I probably needed
glasses too. I’d always had perfect vision, but I figured I was just getting older.”1
But a vision problem wasn’t the most important thing her optometrist uncovered. Noting that Mary’s eyes bulged slightly,
her optometrist recommended that she visit an endocrinologist. Within a week, Mary had two diagnoses: mild myopia,
easily fixed with glasses—and thyroid cancer.
“I had no symptoms besides the eye thing,” Mary says. “I never would have thought to see an endocrinologist if it
weren’t for my eye doctor.”
Mary’s situation isn’t unique. Vision and dental insurance, usually thought of as helpful to eyes and teeth only, are
essential for spotting health concerns that go beyond the obvious. As a business leader, you’re in a position to give
your workers the chance to improve their health profiles in a way that’s cost-efficient for you—and a potential lifesaver
for them.
The principle behind Aflac’s dental and vision insurance coverage is that we help cover important costs associated with
dental and vision expenses, while paying benefits directly to providers similar to how health insurance works. When you
have a dental or vision service—like a teeth cleaning or an eye checkup—Aflac pays the provider a percentage based
on that service. (To learn more about what’s available in your state, contact your Aflac benefits associate.)

The fact that vision and dental care don’t fall under major medical insurance highlights that they are often seen as
negotiable. Your employees might see them as opt-in, opt-out coverage too. That doesn’t change the importance of
dental cleanings and regular eye exams for identifying conditions that don’t appear at first glance to be connected to
eye health or oral health. In truth, optometrists often spot diseases such as high blood pressure or diabetes before general practitioners2. Poor dental health can negatively affect conditions such as cardiovascular disease, premature birth,
pneumonia and endocarditis3.
But even if your workers have a squeaky-clean bill of health, they still need their teeth cleaned and their eyes
checked—11 million Americans over age 12 need some form of vision correction2 (and everybody with a mouth needs,
at minimum, a cleaning twice a year4).
Thanks to her family’s vision insurance, Mary’s thyroid cancer was caught early enough that minimally invasive treatment
was successful. But if her husband’s employer hadn’t offered vision coverage, she might have missed that early signal.
And with her new glasses, she’s not going to miss what’s on the classroom whiteboard, either. “When I’m able to start
practicing as an RN, I’m going to make sure my patients aren’t just seeing me,” she says. “They need to see other types
of health professionals too.”

To learn more about offering Aflac Vision and Dental insurance to your employees, contact your
Aflac benefits advisor or visit Aflac.com/business.
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Aflac dental and vision insurance coverage from the 2020 pilot launch is underwritten by National Guardian Life Insurance Company (NGL). National Guardian Life Insurance
Company is not a member of the Aflac family of insurers. National Guardian Life Insurance Company is not affiliated with The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
a/k/a The Guardian or Guardian Life. Aflac dental and vision products may not be available in all states. National Guardian Life Insurance Company | Madison, WI.
For all states that have approved the Aflac dental and vision insurance products, coverage will be underwritten by Aflac. In New York, coverage will be underwritten by Aflac
New York.
Aflac WWHQ | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, GA 31999.
Please see coverage documentation applicable to your situs state for further details.
Notice to Consumer: This is a limited benefit plan and provides dental or vision benefits only. Aflac’s contracts of insurance, including Aflac’s network dental and vision plans,
provide limited-scope and/or supplemental benefits only and do not constitute comprehensive health insurance coverage. Aflac’s contracts of insurance do not satisfy the
requirement of minimum essential coverage under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) and are not designed to meet any of the essential health benefit
requirements mandated by the ACA or federal law, including pediatric oral or vision care services. Aflac’s contracts of insurance are not an alternative to, or a substitute for,
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sitused in California, group coverage is underwritten by Continental American Life Insurance Company. For individual coverage in New York or coverage for groups sitused
in New York, coverage is underwritten by Aflac New York. WWHQ | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, GA 31999. Continental American Insurance Company | Columbia, South
Carolina. Plans and availability vary by state.
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